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Unit 16Unit 16Unit 16

R1.1 R1.1 R1.1 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?1)

 "Sports fans" are those individuals who are interested in 
and follow a sport, team, or athlete. They have a love for 
the game and a particular rooting interest in a specific 
player or team. ___(A)___, unlike sport spectators, many 
sports fans may not have ever witnessed their favorite 
athlete or team perform in person. "Sport spectators" are 
those individuals who witness a sporting event in person. 
In many cases, the sport spectators represent the most 
loyal of all fans because they have dedicated time and 
money to watch a game in person. ___(B)___, a season 
ticket holder often represents the most dedicated of all 
sports fans because he or she regularly attends games. 
However, in other cases, sport spectators may also 
include the casual fan, or people who attend a sporting 
event out of curiosity.

① Thus … On the contrary
② However … For example
③ Thus … In the same way
④ However … On the contrary
⑤ That is … For example

R1.2 R1.2 R1.2 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.2)

 "Sports fans" are those individuals who are interested in 
and follow a sport, team, or athlete. 

(A) For example, a season ticket holder often represents 
the most dedicated of all sports fans because he or she 
regularly attends games. However, in other cases, sport 
spectators may also include the casual fan, or people 
who attend a sporting event out of curiosity.

(B) They have a love for the game and a particular 
rooting interest in a specific player or team. However, 
unlike sport spectators, many sports fans may not have 
ever witnessed their favorite athlete or team perform in 
person. 

(C) "Sport spectators" are those individuals who witness a 
sporting event in person. In many cases, the sport 
spectators represent the most loyal of all fans because 
they have dedicated time and money to watch a game in 
person. 

① (A)－(C)－(B) ② (B)－(A)－(C) ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B) ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)

R1.3 R1.3 R1.3 글의 흐름상, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 적절한 곳을 고르시오.3)

For example, a season ticket holder often represents the 
most dedicated of all sports fans because he or she 
regularly attends games.

 "Sports fans" are those individuals who are interested in 
and follow a sport, team, or athlete. (�) They have a love 
for the game and a particular rooting interest in a specific 
player or team. (‚) However, unlike sport spectators, 
many sports fans may not have ever witnessed their 
favorite athlete or team perform in person. (ƒ) "Sport 
spectators" are those individuals who witness a sporting 
event in person. („) In many cases, the sport spectators 
represent the most loyal of all fans because they have 
dedicated time and money to watch a game in person. 
(…) However, in other cases, sport spectators may also 
include the casual fan, or people who attend a sporting 
event out of curiosity.

① (�)      ② (‚)      ③ (ƒ)      ④ („)      ⑤ (…)

R1.4 R1.4 R1.4 다음 글의 주제로 가장 적절한 것은?4)

 "Sports fans" are those individuals who are interested in 
and follow a sport, team, or athlete. They have a love for 
the game and a particular rooting interest in a specific 
player or team. However, unlike sport spectators, many 
sports fans may not have ever witnessed their favorite 
athlete or team perform in person. "Sport spectators" are 
those individuals who witness a sporting event in person. 
In many cases, the sport spectators represent the most 
loyal of all fans because they have dedicated time and 
money to watch a game in person. For example, a 
season ticket holder often represents the most dedicated 
of all sports fans because he or she regularly attends 
games. However, in other cases, sport spectators may 
also include the casual fan, or people who attend a 
sporting event out of curiosity.

① sports fans attending games
② the most dedicated sports fans
③ individuals witnessing teams perform
④ individuals interested in a sport, team, or athletes
⑤ the difference between fans and spectators in sports
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R1.5 R1.5 R1.5 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중, 문맥 또는 어법상 적절하지 않은 것은?5)

 "Sports fans" are those individuals who are ⓐinterested 
in and follow a sport, team, or athlete. They have a love 
for the game and a particular rooting interest in a specific 
player or team. However, ⓑunlike sport spectators, many 
sports fans may not have ever witnessed their favorite 
athlete or team ⓒperform in person. "Sport spectators" 
are those individuals who witness a sporting event in 
person. In many cases, the sport spectators represent the 
most ⓓroyal of all fans because they have dedicated time 
and money to watch a game in person. For example, a 
season ticket holder often represents the most ⓔ
dedicated of all sports fans because he or she regularly 
attends games. However, in other cases, sport spectators 
may also include the casual fan, or people who attend a 
sporting event out of curiosity.

① ⓐ        ② ⓑ        ③ ⓒ        ④ ⓓ        ⑤ ⓔ

R2.1 R2.1 R2.1 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?6)

 Farmers first used pesticides to help increase crop 
yields. Insects can damage crops and reduce yields, so it 
made sense that reducing the number of harmful insects 
would result in increased harvests. ___(A)___, scientists 
found that pesticides may actually reduce crop yields. A 
2007 study published in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Science found that pesticides and herbicides 
have actually reduced crop yields by 33 percent. These 
chemicals reduce nitrogen fixation in the soil. Nitrogen is 
a critical component in the soil, and its reduction results in 
poor yields. ___(B)___, some insects are becoming 
resistant to pesticides, which means farmers have to use 
more of these chemicals — and more fatal combinations 
of them — to be effective.

① As a result … Similarly
② As a result … Indeed
③ For instance … Plus
④ However … Similarly
⑤ However … Plus

R2.2 R2.2 R2.2 글의 흐름상, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 적절한 곳을 고르시오.7)

These chemicals reduce nitrogen fixation in the soil.

 Farmers first used pesticides to help increase crop 
yields. (�) Insects can damage crops and reduce yields, 
so it made sense that reducing the number of harmful 
insects would result in increased harvests. (‚) However, 
scientists found that pesticides may actually reduce crop 
yields. (ƒ) A 2007 study published in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Science found that pesticides 
and herbicides have actually reduced crop yields by 33 
percent. („) Nitrogen is a critical component in the soil, 
and its reduction results in poor yields. (…) Plus, some 
insects are becoming resistant to pesticides, which means 
farmers have to use more of these chemicals — and 
more fatal combinations of them — to be effective.

① (�)      ② (‚)      ③ (ƒ)      ④ („)      ⑤ (…)

R2.3 R2.3 R2.3 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.8)

 Farmers first used pesticides to help increase crop 
yields. Insects can damage crops and reduce yields, so it 
made sense that reducing the number of harmful insects 
would result in increased harvests. 

(A) These chemicals reduce nitrogen fixation in the soil. 
Nitrogen is a critical component in the soil, and its 
reduction results in poor yields. 

(B) However, scientists found that pesticides may actually 
reduce crop yields. A 2007 study published in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science found 
that pesticides and herbicides have actually reduced crop 
yields by 33 percent. 

(C) Plus, some insects are becoming resistant to 
pesticides, which means farmers have to use more of 
these chemicals — and more fatal combinations of them 
— to be effective.

① (A)－(C)－(B) ② (B)－(A)－(C) ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B) ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)
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R2.4 R2.4 R2.4 (A), (B), (C)의 각 괄호 안에 알맞은 표현으로 적절한 것은?9)

 Farmers first used pesticides to help increase crop 
yields. Insects can damage crops and reduce yields, so it 
made sense that (A) [reducing / reduces] the number of 
harmful insects would result in increased harvests. 
However, scientists found that pesticides may actually 
reduce crop yields. A 2007 study published in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science found 
(B) [that / what] pesticides and herbicides have actually 
reduced crop yields by 33 percent. These chemicals 
reduce nitrogen fixation in the soil. Nitrogen is a critical 
component in the soil, and (C) [its / their] reduction results 
in poor yields. Plus, some insects are becoming resistant 
to pesticides, which means farmers have to use more of 
these chemicals — and more fatal combinations of them 
— to be effective.

 (A)  (B)  (C)
① reducing … that … its
② reduces … that … its
③ reducing … that … their
④ reduces … what … their
⑤ reducing … what … their

R2.5 R2.5 R2.5 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중, 문맥 또는 어법상 적절하지 않은 것은?10)

 Farmers first used pesticides to ⓐhelp increase crop 
yields. Insects can damage crops and reduce yields, so it 
made sense that reducing ⓑthe number of harmful 
insects would result in increased harvests. However, 
scientists found that pesticides may actually reduce crop 
yields. A 2007 study ⓒpublished in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Science found that pesticides 
and herbicides have actually reduced crop yields by 33 
percent. These chemicals reduce nitrogen fixation in the 
soil. Nitrogen is a critical component in the soil, and its 
reduction results in poor yields. Plus, some insects are 
becoming ⓓresistance to pesticides, which means 
farmers have to use more of these chemicals — and 
more fatal combinations of them — to be ⓔeffective.

① ⓐ        ② ⓑ        ③ ⓒ        ④ ⓓ        ⑤ ⓔ

P1.1 P1.1 P1.1 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?11)

 Good consumers read labels when shopping. The 
nutrition box provides useful information and allows for 
comparison of the nutritional value of similar food 
products. Many consumers try to buy whole wheat bread 
for the fiber and nutrients. ___(A)___, bread products 
labeled "multigrain," "wheat," or "sprouted" are not whole 
wheat and do not provide the nutritional benefits of whole 
wheat. A look at the ingredients will reveal the words "100 
percent whole wheat" as opposed to "enriched wheat 
flour," which is white flour. ___(B)___, if a package is 
labeled "juice," then it must be 100 percent juice. Words 
like "juice cocktail" and "juice drink" indicate a very small 
percentage of real juice and usually a lot of sugar.

① However … Instead
② However … Similarly
③ Moreover … Instead
④ Therefore … Similarly
⑤ Therefore … Otherwise

P1.2 P1.2 P1.2 글의 흐름상, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 적절한 곳을 고르시오.12)

Similarly, if a package is labeled "juice," then it must be 
100 percent juice.

 Good consumers read labels when shopping. (�) The 
nutrition box provides useful information and allows for 
comparison of the nutritional value of similar food 
products. (‚) Many consumers try to buy whole wheat 
bread for the fiber and nutrients. (ƒ) However, bread 
products labeled "multigrain," "wheat," or "sprouted" are 
not whole wheat and do not provide the nutritional 
benefits of whole wheat. („) A look at the ingredients will 
reveal the words "100 percent whole wheat" as opposed 
to "enriched wheat flour," which is white flour. (…) Words 
like "juice cocktail" and "juice drink" indicate a very small 
percentage of real juice and usually a lot of sugar.

① (�)      ② (‚)      ③ (ƒ)      ④ („)      ⑤ (…)
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P1.3 P1.3 P1.3 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.13)

 Good consumers read labels when shopping. 

(A) Similarly, if a package is labeled "juice," then it must 
be 100 percent juice. Words like "juice cocktail" and "juice 
drink" indicate a very small percentage of real juice and 
usually a lot of sugar.

(B) The nutrition box provides useful information and 
allows for comparison of the nutritional value of similar 
food products. Many consumers try to buy whole wheat 
bread for the fiber and nutrients. 

(C) However, bread products labeled "multigrain," "wheat," 
or "sprouted" are not whole wheat and do not provide the 
nutritional benefits of whole wheat. A look at the 
ingredients will reveal the words "100 percent whole 
wheat" as opposed to "enriched wheat flour," which is 
white flour. 

① (A)－(C)－(B) ② (B)－(A)－(C) ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B) ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)

P1.4 P1.4 P1.4 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중, 문맥 또는 어법상 적절하지 않은 것은?14)

 Good consumers read labels when shopping. The 
nutrition box provides useful information and allows for 
comparison of the nutritional value of similar food 
products. Many consumers try to buy whole wheat bread 
for the fiber and nutrients. However, bread products 
labeled "multigrain," "wheat," or "sprouted" are not whole 
wheat and do not provide the nutritional benefits of whole 
wheat. A look at the ingredients will reveal the words "100 
percent whole wheat" as opposed to "enriched wheat 
flour," which is white flour. Similarly, if a package is 
labeled "juice," then it must be 100 percent juice. Words 
like "juice cocktail" and "juice drink" indicates a very small 
percentage of real juice and usually a lot of sugar.

① ⓐ        ② ⓑ        ③ ⓒ        ④ ⓓ        ⑤ ⓔ

P2.1 P2.1 P2.1 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?15)

 Role-playing is the unrehearsed acting out of a situation 
or a problem. It can portray a concept or dramatize 
problem-solving. Two or more people may participate, and 
ordinarily a short time is allowed for planning. This 
learning experience has great potential to increase 
awareness and modify attitudes. ___(A)___, it may be 
used to introduce a health topic, give students an 
opportunity to use what they have learned by applying 
some principle to the solution of a problem, or illustrate 
the influence of tradition, values, or social pressure on 
individual behavior. Role-playing differs from standard 
drama in that no script, memorization, or rehearsal is 
needed. ___(B)___, the value of role-playing as a 
teaching device lies in its spontaneity of presentation. The 
action comes directly from the individual's creative use of 
his or her own experience.

① Moreover … In fact
② Moreover … Likewise
③ Conversely … In fact
④ Nevertheless … Likewise
⑤ Nevertheless … Instead

P2.2 P2.2 P2.2 (A), (B), (C)의 각 괄호 안에 알맞은 표현으로 적절한 것은?16)

 Role-playing is the unrehearsed acting out of a situation 
or a problem. It can portray a concept or dramatize 
problem-solving. Two or more people may participate, and 
ordinarily a short time is allowed for planning. This 
learning experience has (A) [great / greatly] potential to 
increase awareness and modify attitudes. Moreover, it 
may be used to introduce a health topic, give students an 
opportunity to (B) [use / using] what they have learned by 
applying some principle to the solution of a problem, or 
illustrate the influence of tradition, values, or social 
pressure on individual behavior. Role-playing differs from 
standard drama in (C) [that / what] no script, 
memorization, or rehearsal is needed. In fact, the value of 
role-playing as a teaching device lies in its spontaneity of 
presentation. The action comes directly from the 
individual's creative use of his or her own experience.

 (A)  (B)  (C)
① great … using … that
② great … using … what
③ great … use … that
④ greatly … use … what
⑤ greatly … use … that
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P2.3 P2.3 P2.3 글의 흐름상, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 적절한 곳을 고르시오.17)

Moreover, it may be used to introduce a health topic, 
give students an opportunity to use what they have 
learned by applying some principle to the solution of a 
problem, or illustrate the influence of tradition, values, or 
social pressure on individual behavior.

 Role-playing is the unrehearsed acting out of a situation 
or a problem. (�) It can portray a concept or dramatize 
problem-solving. (‚) Two or more people may participate, 
and ordinarily a short time is allowed for planning. (ƒ) 
This learning experience has great potential to increase 
awareness and modify attitudes. („) Role-playing differs 
from standard drama in that no script, memorization, or 
rehearsal is needed. (…) In fact, the value of role-playing 
as a teaching device lies in its spontaneity of 
presentation. The action comes directly from the 
individual's creative use of his or her own experience.

① (�)      ② (‚)      ③ (ƒ)      ④ („)      ⑤ (…)

P2.4 P2.4 P2.4 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.18)

 Role-playing is the unrehearsed acting out of a situation 
or a problem. 

(A) Moreover, it may be used to introduce a health topic, 
give students an opportunity to use what they have 
learned by applying some principle to the solution of a 
problem, or illustrate the influence of tradition, values, or 
social pressure on individual behavior. 

(B) It can portray a concept or dramatize problem-solving. 
Two or more people may participate, and ordinarily a 
short time is allowed for planning. This learning 
experience has great potential to increase awareness and 
modify attitudes. 

(C) Role-playing differs from standard drama in that no 
script, memorization, or rehearsal is needed. In fact, the 
value of role-playing as a teaching device lies in its 
spontaneity of presentation. The action comes directly 
from the individual's creative use of his or her own 
experience.

① (A)－(C)－(B) ② (B)－(A)－(C) ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B) ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)

P2.5 P2.5 P2.5 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중, 문맥 또는 어법상 적절하지 않은 것은?19)

 Role-playing is the ⓐunrehearsed acting out of a 
situation or a problem. It can portray a concept or 
dramatize problem-solving. Two or more people may 
participate, and ordinarily a short time is allowed for 
planning. This learning experience has great potential to 
increase awareness and modify attitudes. Moreover, it 
may be used to ⓑintroducing a health topic, give students 
an opportunity to use what they have learned by applying 
some principle to the solution of a problem, or illustrate 
the influence of tradition, values, or social pressure on 
individual behavior. Role-playing differs from standard 
drama in that no script, memorization, or rehearsal ⓒis 
needed. In fact, the value of role-playing as a teaching 
device ⓓlies in its spontaneity of presentation. The action 
comes directly from the individual's ⓔcreative use of his 
or her own experience.

① ⓐ        ② ⓑ        ③ ⓒ        ④ ⓓ        ⑤ ⓔ

P3.1 P3.1 P3.1 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?20)

 Meat, dairy products, and eggs provide the essential 
amino acids, but they can be high in fat, and thus 
contribute to heart disease, cancer, and other fat-related 
health problems. ___(A)___, nutritionists recommend 
consuming nonfat or low-fat dairy products, using butter 
as a spread and not as an ingredient for cooking, being 
mindful of the amount of ice cream eaten, and limiting 
egg consumption to a few eggs per week. Nutritionists 
also favor trimming fat from meat before cooking, 
selecting meat with a low-fat content, and eating poultry 
(with skin removed because it contains fat) and fish, 
which have proportionately less fat than red meats. 
___(B)___, they recommend using meat sparingly by 
adding it to grain- or bean-based dishes, rather than 
making it the center of the meal.

① For instance … In addition
② For instance … Nevertheless
③ On the contrary … Similarly
④ For this reason … In addition
⑤ For this reason … Nevertheless
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P3.2 P3.2 P3.2 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.21)

 Meat, dairy products, and eggs provide the essential 
amino acids, but they can be high in fat, and thus 
contribute to heart disease, cancer, and other fat-related 
health problems. 

(A) Nutritionists also favor trimming fat from meat before 
cooking, selecting meat with a low-fat content, and eating 
poultry (with skin removed because it contains fat) and 
fish, which have proportionately less fat than red meats. 

(B) For this reason, nutritionists recommend consuming 
nonfat or low-fat dairy products, using butter as a spread 
and not as an ingredient for cooking, being mindful of the 
amount of ice cream eaten, and limiting egg consumption 
to a few eggs per week. 

(C) In addition, they recommend using meat sparingly by 
adding it to grain- or bean-based dishes, rather than 
making it the center of the meal.

① (A)－(C)－(B) ② (B)－(A)－(C) ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B) ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)

P3.3 P3.3 P3.3 (A), (B), (C)의 각 괄호 안에 알맞은 표현으로 적절한 것은?22)

 Meat, dairy products, and eggs provide the essential 
amino acids, but they can be high in fat, and thus (A) 
[contribute / attribute] to heart disease, cancer, and other 
fat-related health problems. For this reason, nutritionists 
recommend consuming nonfat or low-fat dairy products, 
using butter as a spread and not as an ingredient for 
cooking, being mindful of the amount of ice cream eaten, 
and (B) [limiting / limit] egg consumption to a few eggs 
per week. Nutritionists also favor trimming fat from meat 
before cooking, selecting meat with a low-fat content, and 
eating poultry (with skin (C) [removed / removing] 
because it contains fat) and fish, which have 
proportionately less fat than red meats. In addition, they 
recommend using meat sparingly by adding it to grain- or 
bean-based dishes, rather than making it the center of the 
meal.

 (A)  (B)  (C)
① contribute … limit … removing
② contribute … limiting … removed
③ contribute … limiting … removing
④ attribute … limiting … removed
⑤ attribute … limit … removing

P3.4 P3.4 P3.4 밑줄 친 ⓐ~ⓔ 중, 문맥 또는 어법상 적절하지 않은 것은?23)

 Meat, dairy products, and eggs provide the ⓐessential 
amino acids, but they can be high in fat, and thus 
contribute to heart disease, cancer, and other fat-related 
health problems. For this reason, nutritionists recommend 
consuming nonfat or low-fat ⓑdiary products, using butter 
as a spread and not as an ingredient for cooking, being 
ⓒmindful of the amount of ice cream eaten, and limiting 
egg consumption to a few eggs per week. Nutritionists 
also favor trimming fat from meat before cooking, 
selecting meat with a low-fat content, and eating poultry 
(with skin removed because it contains fat) and fish, 
which have ⓓproportionately less fat than red meats. In 
addition, they recommend using meat ⓔsparingly by 
adding it to grain- or bean-based dishes, rather than 
making it the center of the meal.

① ⓐ        ② ⓑ        ③ ⓒ        ④ ⓓ        ⑤ ⓔ

P3.5 P3.5 P3.5 글의 내용과 일치하지 않는 것을 고르시오.24)

 Meat, dairy products, and eggs provide the essential 
amino acids, but they can be high in fat, and thus 
contribute to heart disease, cancer, and other fat-related 
health problems. For this reason, nutritionists recommend 
consuming nonfat or low-fat dairy products, using butter 
as a spread and not as an ingredient for cooking, being 
mindful of the amount of ice cream eaten, and limiting 
egg consumption to a few eggs per week. Nutritionists 
also favor trimming fat from meat before cooking, 
selecting meat with a low-fat content, and eating poultry 
(with skin removed because it contains fat) and fish, 
which have proportionately less fat than red meats. In 
addition, they recommend using meat sparingly by adding 
it to grain- or bean-based dishes, rather than making it 
the center of the meal.

① 고기, 유제품, 그리고 계란은 필수 아미노산을 제공한다.
② 지방 성분이 많은 식품은 심장병, 암 등의 원인이 될 수 있다. 
③ 무지방 또는 저지방 유제품 섭취가 권장된다.
④ 버터는 요리의 재료가 아니라 발라먹는 것으로 권장된다.
⑤ 영양사들은 보통 붉은색 육류를 선호한다.

http://cafe.naver.com/ec789
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� 정답  œ

1) ②
2) ③
3) ⑤
4) ⑤
5) ④
6) ⑤
7) ④
8) ②
9) ①
10) ④
11) ②
12) ⑤
13) ③
14) ⑤
15) ①
16) ③
17) ④
18) ②
19) ②
20) ④
21) ②
22) ②
23) ②
24) ⑤


